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In this paper we study the solutions of the equation det(*&L) =0, where L is
the Lax operator of the quantum Toda lattice. The solutions of the equation are
determined by the eigenvectors of L, L99 =*99 . In the classical case, there exists
the canonical embedding of n-dimensional Toda lattice /n+1-dimensional Toda
lattice. We show that the quantum analogue of this embedding exists. In the
classical case, the Lax operator of the Toda lattice lies in sl(n). In the quantum
case, this fact corresponds to the restriction of det(*&L) =0 to the hyperplane
x1+ } } } +xn=constant. We make clear the gap between the solution space of the
restricted case and that of the non-restricted case. In the example of the 2-dimen-
sional case, we show that the Bessel functions appear as the basis of the solution
space of the above equation.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we discuss the spectral resolution of the quantum Toda
























where ik=- &1 xk and let Dj , j=0, ..., n&1 be the differential
operators defined by
det(*&L)=*n+Dn&1*n&1+ } } } +D1*+D0 . (1)
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Although L is a matrix of operators, the operators D0 , ..., Dn&1 are defined
without ambiguity.
Theorem. Di , i=0, ..., n&1 are commutative; that is,
[Di , Dj]=0.
In [I2], we show this theorem by constructing simultaneous eigenfunc-
tions of Di , i=0, ..., n&1. The eigenfunctions are constructed by using dis-
tributions on the fiber bundles on the co-adjoint orbits which define the
classical Toda lattice. Then we show that the space which is spanned by
these eigenfunctions is large enough to be isomorphic to L2 (I ) as a D
module, where I is a closed interval in Rn. Thus we see that Di , i=0, ...,
n&1 are commutative on L2 (I ) and they are commutative on each other
by general theory. We can regard Di , i=0, ..., n&1 as the Hamiltonians of
the quantum Toda lattice. Then the eigenfunctions which we constructed
give us spectral resolution of the quantum Toda lattice. However, the con-
struction of these eigenfunctions is so abstract that we cannot obtain
explicit figures of spectral resolution of the quantum Toda lattice. In this
paper we aim at obtaining more explicit figures of them. Let us denote the
differential operator of the right-hand side of (1) by P*, n . If  is a
simultaneous eigenfunction of Di , i=0, ..., n&1, where Di =Mi, then
we have
P*, n=(*n+Mn&1*n&1+ } } } +M1*+M0) .
Let *0 be a root of
*n+Mn&1*n&1+ } } } +M1*+M0=0.
Then we have  # Sol(P*0 , n), where Sol(P*0 , n) is a solution space of
P*0 , n=0. Unfortunately, we do not know whether solutions of P*, n are
simultaneous eigenfunctions of D$i s for arbitrary *. However, the
simultaneous eigenfunctions must belong to Sol(P*, n) for some *. Then
analysing the property of Sol(P*, n), we can obtain the necessary conditions
which the eigenfunctions must satisfy. The spectral quantum Toda lattice is
studied by many mathematicians and physicists, including [G-W], [S].
They grasp Whittaker functions as the eigenvectors of Hamiltonians of
quantum Toda lattice. Thus the analytic properties of Whittaker functions
are studied. As we mentioned above, our simultaneous eigenfunctions must
satisfy the linear partial differential equation P*, n=0. In this paper we
attempt to study the properties of the eigenfunctions of the quantum Toda
lattice in the aspect of microlocal analysis. In this paper we show the
following three facts.
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(i) By the symmetry of P*, n , we show that Sol(P*, n) can be con-
structed from Sol(P*, n&1). Then we have canonical embedding of
Sol(P*, n&1) into Sol(P*, n).
(ii) By analogizing with the classical case, we consider the following
constraint for the Lax operator of the quantum Toda lattice;
tr L=x1+ } } } +xn=0.
This constraint means that the equation P*, n=0 is restricted to the
hyperplane ?n ; x1+ } } } +xn=constant. Let Sol(P*, n | ?n) be the solution
space under this constraint. We show that there exists embedding from
Sol(P*, n | ?n) into Sol(P*, n) and obtain the gap between these spaces
explicitly.
(iii) From (i) and (ii), we obtain the following diagram
} } } # Sol(P*, n) # Sol(P*, n&1) # } } } # Sol(P*, 2)
} } } _ _ } } } _
} } } #Sol(P*, n | ?n)#Sol(P*, n&1 | ?n&1)# } } } #Sol(P*, 2 | ?2).
In the above diagram, we show that the bottom of the diagram, that is,
Sol(P*, 2 | ?2), is the solution space of the Bessel equation. By considering the
inverse problem in which we start from Sol(P*, 2 | ?2) and go back to the
diagram, we can construct Sol(P*, n) and then simultaneous eigenfunctions
of D$i s in terms of Bessel functions. We will deal with this inverse problem
elsewhere.
In the remainder of this section we refer to the following sections. In
Section 2, we consider the decomposition theory of the symmetric algebra
of the dual of the Borel subalgebra. The basic equation in this paper,
P*, n=0 is derived from the quantum version of the decomposition of
Section 2. At any rate, we know that important work on the quantum
Toda lattice by Kostant [K1] exists. Let g be a semi-simple Lie algebra
and b is its Borel subalgebra. We denote the symmetric algebra generated
by b$ by S(b$). According to our convention, we use the notations slightly
different from those of Kostant’s paper. In his paper he shows the decom-
position
S(b$)=AS(b$)N, (2)
where N is a unipotent group and S(b$)N is a subalgebra of S(b$) invariant
under the action of N. Furthermore A is the affine subalgebra of S(b$)
which is isomorphic to the affine algebra of N. Of course the quantum
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counterpart of S(b$) is U(b) the enveloping algebra of b. He shows the
decomposition
U(b)=A W(b). (3)
In (3), A is the subalgebra of U(b) linear isomorphic to A as graded vector
space and W(b) is called the Whittaker module. He shows that W(b) is
commutative algebra generated by the projection of generalized Casimir
elements of U(g) onto U(b). Let 2 ij , i{ j be a hyperplane in Cn defined by




Let t (*1 , ..., *n) be a point of K. Then we show that the following decom-
position holds locally in Section 2
S(b$)=(S(b$)(Dn&1&Mn&1 , ..., D0&M0) )C[*1 , ..., *n], (4)
where (Dn&1&Mn&1 , ..., D0&M0) is the ideal generated by Di&Mi ,
i=0, ..., n&1, the numbers, M0 , ..., Mn&1 , and the polynomial of S(b$),
D0 , ..., Dn&1 are defined by
(*&*1) } } } (*&*n)=*n+Mn&1*n&1+ } } } +M1*+M0 (5)
and
























We would like to emphasize that the equation det(*&L) =0 has the
geometrical background which is the quantum analogue of decomposition
(4) and (7) in Section 2. In Section 3 we deal with (i), (ii), and (iii) stated
previously. In [K1], Kostant regards W(b), which is generated by
Hamiltonians of the quantum Toda lattice as a U(g) module. In this paper,
we show that the quantum counterpart of S(b$)(Dn&1&Mn&1 , ...,
D0&M0) is a module of quantum Hamiltonians. By using these facts we
hope that we will determine the spectral resolution of the quantum Toda
lattice explicitly.
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2. ON THE DECOMPOSITION OF S(b$)
In [K1] Kostant deals with general semi-simple Lie algebras. In this
paper we only deal with g= gl(n, C), that is, the Lie algebra of n_n
matrices. Let Eij be an i, j matrix unit. We denote the basis of g$ by Lij
which satisfies Lij (Ekl)=$ ik$jl . Let a be an arbitrary subalgebra of g. Then
we write the symmetric algebra generated by a$ as S(a$). Let b be the Borel
subalgebra of g; that is, b is a subalgebra of lower triangular matrices.
b=[(xij) | x ij=0 i< j].
Notice that S(b$) is generated by Lij for i j. Put 4=n&1i=1 E ii+1 . We























Let us consider the local decomposition of 4+b. The affine variety 4+b
has degenerate points. Let 4+x be a non-degenerate point of 4+b. Then
we can assume that the equation det(*&(4+x))=0 has n distinct roots
and eigenvectors of 4+x are linearly independent. Let V(4+x) be a suf-
ficiently small neighborhood of 4+x in 4+b. Then any points in
V(4+x) have such properties. We fix such a neighborhood in 4+b and
we write it V. Let B be the Borel subgroup corresponding to b. For
4+x # V, we consider the decomposition of 4+b with B as
4+x=!M!&1, (7)























with t (*1 , ..., *n) # K. If 4+x=!1M1!&11 =!2M2!
&1
2 are the two decom-
positions of (7), then M1 and M2 are lower triangular matrices whose
diagonal components are (*1 , ..., *n) and (*$1 , ..., *$n), respectively. Then we
have
det(*&(4+x))=(*&*1) } } } (*&*n)
=(*&*$1) } } } (*&*$n).
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From the uniqueness of the roots of the equation, we see that *$i=*_(i) ,
i=1, ..., n for some _ # Sn , where Sn is a symmetric group. Then we add the
following condition to the decomposition (7) as follows.
In the decomposition of (7), we regard M as an element of B(adjoint
action of symmetric group).
Note that if _ # Sn , we have !(_M_&1) !&1=(!_) M(!_)&1. Then we
should consider ! as an element in GL(n, C)(right action of symmetric
group). Then we have the following proposition.
Proposition 1. For 4+x # V, there exists the decomposition of (7).
Moreover if *+x=!1M1 !&11 =!2M2!
&1
1 are two decompositions of (7),
there exists a # B such that
!2=!1 a, M1=aM2a&1.
Proof. For 4+x # V, we see that 4+x has distinct eigenvalues *1 , ..., *n
and linearly independent eigenvectors 99 1 , ..., 99 n ; that is, (4+x) 99 j=*j99 j .


















+ , !=(99 1 , ..., 99 n).
Then we have the decomposition
4+x=!M!&1. (7)$
Then we have the decomposition for any 4+x # V. Let 4+x=
!1 M1 !&11 =!2 M2!
&1
2 be two decompositions of (7). By the rule of decom-
position, we assume that M1 and M2 have the form
*1 0 } } } 0
\ V . . . 0 . . .+ .V } } } } } } *n
Put !=!&11 !2 . Then we have M1=!M2!
&1. Suppose !  B. Expanding !
with respect to 4, we have !=b4i+lower order, where
b=diag(b1 , ..., bn&i , 0, ..., 0)
and 0<i<n. If we write a=diag(*1 , ..., *n), we have ab4i=b4ia. Then we
have
*1 b1=*i+1 b1 , ..., *n&ibn&i=*nbn&i .
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Since i>0 and *i {*j if i{ j, we see that b1= } } } =bn&i=0. Then we see
that b=0, which contradicts !  B. Then we have !&11 !2=a # B. Thus
!2=!1 a and M1=aM2a&1. Q.E.D
Consider the following equation
(4+x) 99 =*99 , (8)






















} 1 . (9)
Let 5 be the affine variety defined by 5=[! # GL(n) | ! satisfies (7)]. From
(9), the affine algebra of 5 of decomposition (7) is
(C[Lij , i j](D0&M0 , ..., Dn&1&Mn&1) )C[*1 , ..., *n], (10)
where Di and Mi are defined in (5) and (6). Furthermore by the decom-
position (7), we have also
S(V$)=(C[Lij , i j](D0&M0 , ..., Dn&1&Mn&1) )C[*1 , ..., *n], (11)
where S(V$) is the affine algebra of V.
Remark. From the additional condition of decomposition (7) and
Proposition 1 we can regard ! as a point of a certain cell of flag variety
X=GB, where G=GL(n). When we fix the order of diagonal components
of M, we also determine the cell of X in Bruhat decomposition which !
belongs to. Then the geometrical background of (11) is the decomposition
of 4+b into flag variety and Borel subgroup.
Remark. The left term of (10) (and (11)) of the tensor product becomes
the algebra of quantum cohomology of the flag manifold [Giv1], when
M0= } } } =Mn&1=0.
3. THE DECOMPOSITION THEOREM OF THE ENVELOPING
ALGEBRA AND THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Let I2 be the ideal generated by Lij , i j+2. Consider the quotient
algebra
S(b$)I2=C[Lij , i j]I2 .
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It is easy to see that S(b$)I2 is still the Poisson algebra. Then we can
realize the generators of the quotient algebra by canonical coordinates and
conjugate momentums such as
p1 1 0 } } } 0
eq2&q1 p2 1 } } } 0
Lclassical=\ . . . . . . . . . . . . b + .0 } } } eqn&1&qn&2 pn&1 1
0 } } } } } } eqn&qn&1 pn
The counterpart of S(b$)I2 in the quantum theory is U(b)I2 , where I2 is
the ideal generated by Eij , i j+2. Similar to the classical case, we have
a realization of U(b)I2 by differential operators such as E ii=xi and
Ei+1i=exi+1&xi. Then it is natural to define the Lax operator of the quan-
tum Toda lattice such as
1 1 0 } } } } } } 0
ex2&x1 2 1 } } } } } } 0
L=\ 0b ex3&x2} } } 3} } } 1} } } } } }} } } 0b + ,0 0 } } } exn&1&xn&2 n&1 1
0 0 } } } 0 exn&xn&1 n
where i=xi . In [12], we multiply - &1 by the coefficients of L in
order to consider the real solution space. However, in this paper we
abbreviate - &1 for simplicity. As we have done in Section 2 on the classi-
cal case, we consider the decomposition in the quantum case. Thus we have
to calculate the eigenvectors of L. Since the components of L are operators,
then we think that L acts on SCn, where S is a certain space of
functions. Let 99 # SCn be the eigenvector of L such as
L99 =*99 , 4 # C. (12)
Put 99 = t (1 , ..., n); then we can reduce (12) to the linear partial differen-
tial equation of 1 . We denote this linear partial differential equation by
P*, n (1)=0. We will show the explicit form of P*, n as we stated in the
introduction in the Lemma of Theorem 1. The other components 2 , ..., n
are expressed by the linear sums of differentials of 1 with coefficients of





2&ex2&x1) 1 , ...
We will also exhibit the general forms of 2 , ..., n in the remark after the
Lemma of Theorem 1. We define the quantum flag variety (Q.F.V.)
associated with L as follows. Let 0*n be the frame that is composed of
eigenvectors L99 =*99 where n indicates the rank of L. Let 0 n be the




Ambiguity exists in the above definition. Let G* be the group of the
transformation acting on 0*n from the right and identically on the other
components. Thus Gn=}* # C G* acts on 0 n .
Definition. The Q.F.V. 0n is defined by
0n :=0 n right action of Gn .
The name Q.F.V. comes from the reason that 0n is the counterpart of 5
in the quantum case. We denote the space of the solutions of P*, n (1)=0
by Sol(P*, n) (strictly speaking we fix some global section of the sheaf of the
solution space of P*, n ()=0). Since the components other than 1 of the
eigenvector 99 = t (1 , ..., n) of L are linear combinations of derivations of
1 , we can write
99 =
t
\1 , ,2 \1 , 1x1 ,
1
x2
, ...+ , ..., ,n \1x1 ,
1
x2
} } } ++ , (13)
where ,2 , ..., ,n are linear sums of derivations of 1 . Let [e+ , + # 6] be the
basis of Sol(P*, n). We denote the eigenvectors
t




by 99 + . We take a standard frame 0*n composed of 99 + , + # 6. The transfor-
mation group G* acts on 0*n such as
99 + g= :
& # 6
99 & g&+ ,
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99 & g&+ = :
& # 6
t














\0, ..., 0, ,n \e& , e&x1 , ...++ g&+ .
Put f =& # 6 e& g&+ and
,i \e& , e&x1 , ...+= :

j=0
a ijQj (x) e& ,
where aij are constants satisfying aij=0 for j>>0 and Qj (x) are the




\0, ..., 0, , i \e& , e&x1 , ...+ , 0, ..., 0+ g&+
=
t
\0, ..., 0, :& # 6 ,i \e& ,
e&
x1
, ...+ g&+ , 0, ..., 0+
=
t
\0, ..., 0, :& # 6 \ :

j=0
aijQj (x) e&+ g&+ , 0, ..., 0+
t
\0, ..., 0, :

j=0
aijQj (x) \ :& # 6 e& g&++ , 0, ..., 0+
=
t




99 g&+ = t ( f, 0, ..., 0)+
t
\0, ,2 \f, fx1 , ...+ , 0, ..., 0++ } } }
+
t
\0, ..., 0, ,n \f, fx1 , ...++
=
t





From this we see that the linear transformations of 0*n coincide with the
linear transformations of Sol(P*, n). We define the reduced quantum flag
variety (R.Q.F.V.) as follows.




where Hn=}* # C H *n , H *n acts on Sol(P*, n) as the linear transformation
group and identically on the other components.
In the case of n>2 we show the following theorem.
Theorem 1. For n>2, there exists a natural embedding from
Sol(P*, n&1) to Sol(P*, n).
Proof. To prove this theorem we need to show the explicit form of the
equation P*, n ()=0.
Lemma. The equation P*, n ()=0 has an explicit form such as
det(*&L)()=0.
Proof. Let !1 , ..., !n and ’1 , ..., ’n&1 be numbers. Put
!1 &1 0 } } } 0 0
’1 !2 &1 } } } 0 0
N=\ b b b } } } b b +0 0 0 } } } !n&1 &1
0 0 0 } } } ’n&1 !n
and x = t (x1 , ..., xn). Suppose Nx =0, then we have (det N) x1=0. Indeed























Since we can express this modification by the composition of elementary
transformations for rows we see that det N=(&)n+1 A, N x =0, and
(det N) x1=0. From this fact we only have to show that the determinant
of *&L is invariant under the elementary transformations for row. Put
ui=*&i and vi=&exi+1&xi. It holds that [ui , vj]=($ij&$ i, j+1) v j . Put
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A0=*&L. Multiplying the first row of A0 by u2 and adding it to the
second row, we obtain
u1 &1 0 } } } 0
v1+u1u2 0 &1 } } } 0
A1=\ 0b v2. . . u3. . . } } }} } } 0b + .0 } } } vn&2 un&1 &1
0 } } } } } } vn&1 un
We see that
u1 &1 0 } } } 0
u1 u2 &u2 0 } } } 0
det\ 0 v2 u3 } } } 0 +=0. (14)b b . . . . . . &1
0 0 } } } vn&1 un
In the above determinant of (14), the first row and the second row are
linearly dependent; moreover, the determinant of (14) has no monomials
including u2 and v2 simultaneously. Then we have det A0=det A1 . Multi-
ply the first row of A1 by v2 and add it to the third row, then we obtain
u1 &1 0 } } } 0
v1+u1 u2 0 &1 } } } 0
A2=\ u1v2 0 u3 } } } 0+ .b b v3 } } } b
0 0 } } } vn&1 un
Notice that
u1 &1 0 } } } 0
v1+u1 u2 0 &1 } } } 0
det\ u1 v20 &v20 0v3 } } }u3 0. . .+=0. (15)b b b b } } }
0 } } } } } } vn&1 un
Indeed, there are no monomials that include v1+u1u2 , u2 simultaneously.
Similarly there are no monomials that include u1v2 , v1+u1u2 and u1
v1+u1u2 simultaneous. Moreover, if one chooses &v2 in the third row and
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v1+u1u2 in the second row, one must choose 0 in the first row by the rule
of determinants. Furthermore the first and the third row are linearly
dependent; then the determinant of (15) is equal to 0. Thus we have
det A1=det A2 . Repeating these transformations, we obtain
b1 &1 0 } } } } } } } } } 0
b2 0 &1 } } } } } } } } } 0
b b b } } } } } } } } } b
bi&1 0 } } } 0 &1 } } } 0
Ai=\ bi 0 } } } 0 u i } } } 0 + . (16)0 0 } } } 0 vi } } } } } }b b } } } b b b b0 0 } } } 0 0 } } } &1
0 0 } } } 0 0 } } } un
Of course b1=u1 and b2=v1+u1 u2 . Furthermore b1 , ..., bi&1 include only
u1 , ..., u i&1 , v1 , ..., vi&2 . From this we see that [uj , bk]=0, j=i, ..., n,
k=1, ..., i&1, and [vj , bk]=0, j=i, ..., n&1, k=1, ..., i&1. Multiply the
i&1th row of Ai by u i and add it to the i th row. Then we get
b1 &1 0 } } } } } } } } } 0
b2 0 &1 } } } } } } } } } 0
b b b } } } } } } } } } b
Ai+1=\ b i&1bi+ui bi&1 00 } } }} } } 00 &10 } } }} } } 00+ .0 0 } } } 0 vi } } } 0b b } } } b b } } } b
0 0 } } } 0 0 } } } un
We see that
b1 &1 0 } } } } } } } } } 0
b2 0 &1 } } } } } } } } } 0
b b b } } } } } } } } } b
det\ bi&1ui bi&1 00 } } }} } } 00 &1&ui } } }} } } 00+=0. (17)0 0 } } } 0 vi } } } 0b b } } } b b } } } b
0 0 } } } 0 0 } } } un
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Indeed the i&1th row and the i th row are linearly dependent and all the
monomials of the determinant of (17) do not contain the non-commutative
generators simultaneously. Because if one chooses ui bi&1 and vi in the i th
and the i+1th row, respectively, one have to choose 0 in the i&1th row
in the determinant of (17). Multiply the i&1th row of Ai+1 by &vi and
add it to the i+1th row; then we have
b1 &1 0 } } } } } } } } } 0
b2 0 &1 } } } } } } } } } 0
b b b } } } } } } } } } b
Ai+2=\b i+uibi&1 0 } } } 0 &1 } } } 0+ .vibi&1 0 } } } 0 u i+1 } } } 0b b } } } b } } } } } } 0
0 0 } } } 0 } } } } } } un
We see that
b1 &1 0 } } } } } } } } } 0
b b b } } } } } } } } } b
bi&1 0 0 } } } &1 } } } 0
det\bi+uibi&1 0 0 } } } 0 } } } 0+=0. (18)vibi&1 0 0 } } } &vi } } } 0b b b } } } b } } } b
0 0 0 } } } } } } } } } un
Indeed the i&1th row and the i+1th row are linearly dependent. If one
chooses bi+uibi&1 and &vi in the i th and i+1th rows respectively, one
has to choose 0 in the i&1th row in the determinant of (18). Then all the
monomials which appear in the determinant of (18) do not contain the
non-commutative generators. Thus we see that det Ai+1=det Ai+2 .




























det A0=det A1= } } } =det A2n=(&)n+1 bn .
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From the equation A2n 99 =0, we have det(*&L) 1=0. This completes
the proof of the lemma.
Remark. In (13), we can see






















Let L be the Lax operator of the quantum Toda lattice of rank n. At first
we assume *  N. From the lemma we see that
*&1 &1 0 } } } 0 0
&ex2&x1 *&2 &1 } } } 0 0
P*, n=det \ b b b } } } b b + .0 0 0 } } } *&n&1 &1
0 0 0 } } } &exn&xn&1 *&n




.m (x1 , ..., xn&1) emxn, Re xn<0, (19)
where .0 is a solution of P*, n&1 (.)=0. Let us expand det(*&L) with
respect to the n th row. Then we have
det(*&L)=&P*, n&1n+*P*, n&1
*&1 &1 0 } } } 0 0
&ex2&x1 *&2 &1 } } } 0 0
&exn&xn&1 det \ b b b } } } b b + . (20)0 0 0 } } } *&n&2 0
0 0 0 } } } &exn&1&xn&2 &1
We write
det(*&L)=&P*, n&1n+*P*, n&1+exnQn . (21)
Since [n , P*, n&1]=0, we do not care for the order of P*, n&1 and n in
(21). Notice that
P*, n&1 n.memxn=memxnP*, n&1 .m .
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Then we have the recurrence relation
(*&m) P*, n&1 (.m)=&Qn (.m&1), m1. (22)
In the case of m=0, .0 satisfies (22) by assumption (we put .&1=0).
Since *  N, we can iterate solving the differential equation (22) for .m
under the initial conditions
{ j?.m (x)| ?={
j
?.m&1 (x)| ? , j=0, ..., n&2,
where ? is a hyperplane defined by x1+ } } } +xn&1=0 and {? is a gradient
orthogonal to ? the Theorem of Cauchy and Kowalewski (for example, cf.
[KKK], [M]). Notice that ? is non-characteristic with respect to P*, n .




.m (x1 , ..., xn&1) emxn.
In the case * # N, we consider the solution of P*, n ()=0 such as =
m=0 .m (x1 , ..., xn&1) e
&mxn for Re xn>0. Similar to (22), we have the
recurrence relation
(*+m) P*, n&1 (.m)=&Qn (.m&1), m1. (23)




.m (x1 , ..., xn&1) e&mxn # Sol(P*, n)
from .0 (x1 , ..., xn&1) # Sol(P*, n&1) similarly. We define the map 1 from






\mxn # Sol(P*, n) is the solution constructed by (22) or
(23). Let :, ; # C and .0 , .~ 0 be the elements of Sol(P*, n&1). Since the
equation det(*&L) =0 is linear, we see that :1(.0)+;1(.~ 0) is also a
solution of P*, n ()=0. Since P*, n&1 and Qn , are linear operators, we
have, for example, *  N,
(*&m) P*, n&1 (:.m+;.~ m)
=:(*&m) P*, n&1 (.m)+;(*&m) P*, n&1 (.~ m)
=&:Qn (.m&1)&;Qn (Q m&1)=&Qn (:.m&1+;.~ m&1).
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Then we have :1(.0)+;1(.~ 0)=1(:.0+;.~ 0). Thus 1 is a linear map
from Sol(P*, n&1) to Sol(P*, n). Suppose that 1(.0)=0 then m=0 .me
\mxn
=0. Thus we have .0=0 and 1 is an embedding from Sol(P*, n&1) to
Sol(P*, n). Q.E.D.
Remark. Then there exists the natural embedding from Fn&1 to Fn .
Remark. Let 99 *= t (1 , ,2(1 , 1x1 , 1x2 } } } ), ..., ,n(1 , 1x1 ,
1 x2 } } } )) be an eigenvector of L; that is L99 *=*99 * and 1 # Sol(P*, n).
We can extend 1 to 99 * such as
199 *=
t




Thus we see that there exists a canonical embedding from 0n to 0n+1 .
For a while, we abbreviate P*, n as P* for simplicity. In the classical case,
one imposes on the Lax operator a restriction such as Lclassical # sln (C),
that is, tr Lclassical=0. In the quantum case this restriction becomes
1+ } } } +n=0 on the Lax operator. This is the restriction of the differen-
tial equation P* ()=det(*&L)()=0 to the hyperplane ?n : x1+ } } } +
xn=c, where c is a constant. We denote P* |?n ()=0 as the equation
P* ()=0 restricted to the hyperplane ?n . We cannot recover the whole space
of Sol(P*) from Sol(P* |?n). We estimate the gap between Sol(P*) and
Sol(P* | ?n) in the following proposition. Let Sol(P*) be the sheaf of the
solution space of P* ()=0 on Cn and let O?n be the sheaf of the holo-
morphic functions on ?n . We denote the sheaf of the solution space of P* |?n ()
=0 on ?n by Sol(P* | ?n).




Sol(P*)S ol(P*)$[O?n Sol(P* |?n)]
n. (24)
Moreover, S ol(P*) contains the subsheaf
Sol(P*, [n, ..., n&i])Cm,
where




and Sol(P*, [n, ..., n&i]) is the sheaf of the solutions of P* ()=0 restricted a
certain subspace of dimension n&i&1 for i=0, ..., n&2.
Proof. Let U # Cn be a neighborhood of x1+ } } } +xn=c. Expanding
the equation det(*&L)()=0, we have
1 } } } n+lower order=0. (25)
We consider the following coordinate transformation such as
w1=(1&n) x1+x2+ } } } +xn
w2=x1+(1&n) x2+x3+ } } } +xn{ b (26)wn&1=x1+ } } } +xn&2+(1&n) xn&1+xn
wn=x1+ } } } +xn&c.
Although the map (26) is not homogeneous, it is non-degenerate. Then by
this transformation Eq. (25) becomes
[(1&n) w1+w2+ } } } +wn] } } }
_[w1+ } } } +wn&2+(1&n) wn&1+wn]
_[w1+ } } } +wn] +lower order=0. (27)











where w$=(w1 , ..., wn&1), &=(&1 , ..., &n&1) is a multi index and b&, j (w$, wn)
are the analytic functions. Let V be a neighborhood of origin in Cn. By
using the theorem of Cauchy and Kowalewski in V, there exists the unique








where a0 (w$), ..., an&1 (w$) # O?n (?n & V). The solutions of Eq. (28) freezing
the flow of wn are nothing but the solutions of P* | ?n ()=0. We can
take n solutions of P* |?n ()=0 as Cauchy data. Let S ol(P*)(V) be the sub-
space of Sol(P*)(V) that is composed of the solutions with the Cauchy data
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of n solutions of Sol(P* |?n)(V & ?n). From the theorem of Cauchy and
Kowalewski, S ol(P*)(V)$Sol(P* |?n)
n (V & ?n) and
Sol(P*)(V)S ol(P*)(V)$[O?n (?n & V)Sol(P* | ?n)(?n & V)]
n. (29)
We can take V as an arbitrary neighborhood since the coefficients of P* are




Sol(P*)S ol(P*)$[O?n Sol(P* |?n)]
n.
Let us denote Eq. (27) freezing the flows
wn , wn&1 , ..., wi , i2
by P*, [n, ..., i] (a)=0. Notice that P* |?n=P*, [n] . Let ?i be the subspace such
as ?i=[(w1 , ..., wn) | wi=wi+i= } } } =wn=0]. Since in (27),
[(1&n) w1+ } } } +wn] } } } [w1+ } } } +wn]
=nwn1+(1&n) 
nwn2+ } } } +(1&n) 
nwnn+ } } }
and 1&n{0, we can use the same argument as above after freezing wn .
From the same reason as we obtain (24), we have
S ol(P*, [n])$[Sol(P*, [n, n&1])]n
and
Sol(P*, [n])S ol(P*, [n])$[O?n&1 Sol(P*, [n, n&1])]
n.
Thus we have the following sequence:
S ol(P*)$[Sol(P*, [n])]n
Sol(P*, [n])#S ol(P*, [n])$[Sol(P*, [n, n&1])]n
b (30)
Sol(P*, [n, ..., n&i+2])#S ol(P*, [n, ..., n&i+2])$[Sol(P*, [n, ..., n&i+1])]n
Sol(P*, [n, ..., n&i+1])#S ol(P*, [n, ..., n&i+1])$[Sol(P*, [n, ..., n&i])]n.
From (30), we get
S ol(P*)#Sol(P*, [n, ..., n&i])Cm,
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where
m= ( } } } (nn)n } } } )n
i times
. Q.E.D
Remark. Since the dimension of Sol(P*, [n, ..., n&i]) is infinite for
in&3
while dim Sol(P*, [n, ..., 2])=n, Sol(P*) is infinite dimensional.
We can describe the explicit form of R.Q.F.V. in the case of n=2. For
simplicity, we write x and y instead of x1 and x2 . We assume x, y # R. In




Put 99 = t (a, b). The equation L99 =*99 implies b=*a&ax and
axy&*(ax+ay)+(*2&e y&x) a=0. (31)
We restrict (x, y) # R2 to the line x+ y=0 in Eq. (31). Then we have the
stationary Schro dinger equation with the of exponential function
ayy+(e2y&*2) a=0. (32)












By the result of Titchmarsh [T], there exists the expansion formula for any







J2n (e y) f (e y) e y dy. (34)
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Thus in the case of n=2, R.Q.F.V. gives the basis of L2 (&, ) and





2nJ2n (ex)&J$2n (ex)+= .
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